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Nine Teaching Coaching Series:  
Coaching for Growth Masterclass 
      
 
Date:   Friday 2nd July 2021         
Time:  10:00am – 16:00pm 
Format: LIVE event via zoom 
 
This is a LIVE ZOOM event incorporating direct teaching, interactive discussion and experiential 
skills practice.  Learning within a group of 8 or less. 
 
Facilitator: Nicola Forshaw, Nine Teaching Programme Director 
 
Coaching for Growth: Re-Focusing your Goals 
No previous coaching knowledge or experience necessary. 
 
The Coaching for Growth Masterclass is a one-day intensive training event, which focuses upon the 
identification of core coaching skills, and how you can incorporate these skills to motivate yourself 
and others and stimulate self-directed learning.  The impact of the Covid-19 pandemic has led to 
many individuals questioning their life goals and values. This masterclass will help you to re-evaluate 
your own path, and help others in re-evaluating theirs.  
 
The masterclass consists of direct teaching, experiential learning, and skills practice.  The coaching 
masterclass offers you an opportunity to add to your professional skill-set, with the added value of 
providing a self development experience. You will also develop resources to enhance your own and 
others performance.  A key feature of coaching skills training with Nine Teaching is that you will be 
working within a group of 8 or less, to facilitate a depth of learning, reflective practice and 
experiential activity. 
 
By undertaking the Coaching for Growth Masterclass, you will: 

• define what coaching is and how it differs from mentoring & other related activity 
 

• transform your existing skills into coaching skills 
 

• facilitate yourself & others in exploring your values, re-discovering purpose and learn how to 
motivate others 

 
• identify a significant personal goal and devise a plan of how to achieve it, by utilising a 

theoretical coaching model 
 
The informal benefits of attending a Coaching Masterclass include the opportunity to network with 
like-minded others, re-establish your own sense of purpose and direction, enhance your personal 
motivation & have a bit of fun! 
 
 
 
Tickets:  £85 
This is a LIVE ZOOM event. 



 
Facilitator: Nicola Forshaw, Nine Teaching Programme Director 
 
Nicola qualified as a coach in 2005, and her individual practice has evolved into teaching others to 
coach. Nicola’s advanced coaching skills training programmes are externally endorsed by ILM, and as 
a result Nicola consults with organisations around occupational health and wellbeing, as an advisor 
on coaching, leadership and resilience. Nicola has extensive experience of consulting with NHS 
Schools around the introduction of coaching programmes.  
 
 
Hear what previous delegates have to say: 
 
“Well organised, informative and kept me interested all day” 
“Would recommend, very professional” 
“Excellent & Stimulating. I enjoyed it and it passed too quickly” 
“Shown me how I can integrate (coaching) into my practice” 
“Really valuable investment of time, thank you for a thought-provoking event” 
“Thank you for a very insightful day Nicola” 
“Really enjoyable & informative” 
“You have a lovely manner Nicola; made it enjoyable & easy to learn” 
 
"This was my second training session with Nicola delivered by Zoom. I was apprehensive about ‘zoom’ however 
Nicola’s teaching, delivery and IT skills ensured that the learning was as good as a face to face session. Nicola is 
mindful that that all the attendees are included in the session making it a very personal learning experience”. 
 
“In an online environment, Nicola facilitated the group’s learning using didactic teaching, experiential exercises 
and group discussion. Nicola was very respectful of the views of all group members” 
 
 
 

 


